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Jonathon’s Storm  

 Words and Music by Brenda Margaret Muller 

 

Jonathon’s Storm was created and developed for use at the Blue Bridge Festival, a Festival of Music, 

Poetry and Song in northern York Region.  It is designed to meet the needs of festivals seeking 

versatile, high quality family material that acts as public outreach and introduces the world of concert 

music, story-telling and poetry to young audiences.  

Jonathon’s Storm is a “Story Opera”- a story told in lyrical verse that flows freely into song.    Inspired by 

an ancient and beloved form of storytelling, this unique 30 minute event is performed in the round by 

three opera singers and four musicians: a jazz drummer, a cellist, a violinist and a pianist.  Using 

narrative poetry it tells the story of a young boy who hates his music lessons, and who likes to imagine 

himself as a hero.  Jonathon’s house is struck by a tornado the same night as his parents decide to 

separate.  In the loss that ensues, Jonathon undertakes his “real’ hero’s journey – an imaginary canoe 

trip –in an effort to find his parents, and to find out why he was born. He discovers his creativity - and 

with the help of his cat, dog, drum and violin, he learns to understand a vision which unfolds to him his 

dreams, the love his parents had for him, and the answer to why he was born.    

Our favourite comment from a child:  “Thank you for writing a true story”  

Our favourite comment from an adult: “This is all our stories!” 

Our biggest thrill: Children want to see it again and again.  So do their parents.  

Our favourite moments:  when the audience joins in the songs and leaves singing them.  

 

Participation for the audience:   There are many opportunities for children to participate in the 

performance.  Children create the tornado effect (see workshop description), join Jonathon on his canoe 

trip, help him sing his paddling song, and participate in a fiddle dance. During a 45 minute inter-arts 

workshop prior to the show, children are prepared for their part in the performance.  

JOINT THE SHOW Inter-arts Workshop for Children before each performance: Children participate in 

three events through the show.  During this popular workshop children are prepared for their 

participation. They are provided with a shawl sized strip of cloth and fabric paint to create their own 

magical “storm cloth” to help them become one of the “voices” in the storm. During the show they 

create a “tornado” of sound and then bury the actors under their cloths. They are taught a simple dance 

to a fiddle tune, an action song and how to create the special effect of the tornado.  We make sure that 

every child takes home a song to sing.  

Installation: Jonathon’s Storm may be performed outdoors, on a lawn, inside a tent, in a large room, an 

art gallery, a museum, a church hall, or even on a stage. It is extremely versatile and is designed to work 

under most circumstances.  

 The installation/set is comprised of 4 free standing over- sized door frames and a large wooden box 

which is placed in the middle. Each door acts as portal into a different element – earth, air, fire and 

water, and into the spirit of one of the four directions.   
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Narrator: Jonathon lived on the shores of a lake 

Where the waters would give and the waters would take 

And roll into waves, high and long 

to sing with the wind the earth’s sweet song. 

 

Jonathon’s house had four strong doors 

that circled his home like the lake’s vast shores 

One looked north, one looked south 

to the east, to the west, it was a world-sized house 

 
 A musician sits inside each door frame. The action of the story-opera takes place inside the imaginary 

circle made by the frames and centers around the wooden box and the aisles between the doors. 

Children sit inside the circle on mats. Parents are invited to join them or sit on the outside and watch 

them as well as the performance.  

 Because the opera singers and musicians are behind or immediately in front of the audience, there is no 

need for mikes or amplification.  Mikes may be used if the performance is in a high- noise area, but the 

performance is designed to work without amplification at normal noise levels.  

Jonathon: I understand the riddle at last! 

It’s not the same, but I still have my home- 

A dream safe inside me 

and like waves over stones 

that blaze with love when the sun’s on the lake- 

it drum-dances worlds 

by changing shape. 

 
Past Performance Venues:    The Straw House Gallery, McKellar;   Trinity United Church Lawn, Blue 

Bridge Festival, Newmarket;    Farmers Market, Newmarket;  Center Square, Varley Art Gallery, 

Unionville; Stephen Leacock  Museum, Orillia.   

Current bookings:  June 7th, Blue Bridge Festival, Newmarket; July 19, Festival of the Sound, Parry Sound. 

Prices of performances and workshops near these dates are reduced.  

Performances generally take place twice a day.  Sets may be moved between shows.  Cost for 2 

workshops and 2 performances per day:  $3200 negotiable.  

Specific requirements: tent or other cover during rain or extreme heat; student or volunteer to play a 

simple, short saxophone line during one small part of the performance; volunteers to help workshop 

leaders and assist with seating audience. 

CONTACT: Brenda Muller, Artistic Director, 905 960 9281 brendamargaretmusic@gmail.com 
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